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1. Introduction 
In th* present paper w* ahall dlaeuaa several methoda for 

th* d*aeriptlon of th* topological vacuum degeneracy in gaug* 
theories' '. lb* main conclusion of tha paper consists in that 
the nontriTlal topology of th* nonabelian gauge ayamatry group 
leada to tha infrared ranormallaation of S -matrix in QCD. 

Th* topological degeneracy of tha claaaloal vaouuu in Yang-
-Mllla theory baa been flrat discovered in ref. / 1 /'. It stlmula-
ted a great amount of aorka of papers investigating th* vacuum 
degeneracy In QCD by aaaiclaaelcal aathoda (aaa review' 2')• 

The eaaenoe of the vacuum deganeraoy conaiata in the dis
crete ambiguity of the phaee of nonAbelian gluon fields. The 
manifold of tha claaaloal gluon vacua haa the вате properties 
as that of one-dimensional patha on a two-dlaenaional plana 
aith a hole: each path belongs to one of the equivalence claaaes 
characterized by an Integer giving the number of windings 
around tha hole. 

There la tha same ambiguity of the phaee of the wave-func
tion in the experimentally observable Aheronov-Boha affect, i.e., 
electron scattering on an lnflnltly long and thin solenoid. All 
electron trajectories lie in the apace, ahere the magnetic field 
la equal to tare and the aoattering occurs owing to tha point 
of tha diacrete variation of tha phase. 

The phase Juapa lead to the undamped current in the ground 
atata of a superconductive ring around the solenoid, that ia the 
eaaenoe of tha Joaephson effect (if we abstract ourselves from 
tie «ay of preparation of tha phase jump). Our taak la to «how 
that tha nontrlvial topology of the gauge fields leads to non-
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vanishing vacuum fielda in the ground atate of the quantum gauge 
theory (i.e., the field Joaephaon effect). The cauae of thie effect 
ia the nonlocaliaaMlity of the "wave function" which la given in 
the whole field apace and "feela" ita topological structure'5'. 

In aaction 2 we shall eonaidar in detail the topological 
vacuum degeneracy in the two-dimensional QED and we shall show 
that the same local dynaal.ee (amailtonlan and the local gauge 
condition) with different top»; %>ael properties of gauge 
transformations leads to different physical pictures in quantum 
theory. 

In aection Э we try to anawer the queatlon of why the sami-
claaaloal description of topological vacuum degeneracy does not 
work. 

In aeetlon 4 we discuss the vacuum degeneracy in QCD start
ing with the identical definition of the physical vacuum both 
for Abellan and nonAbelian theories. 

2. Quantum Electrodynamics in Two-Dimensional Space-Time 
Let us consider first the simplest gauge field theory, the 

free "electromagnetic field", in the one-dlmeneional space 

From the point of view of the usual four-dimensional Q C D « « J 
the theory (1) has no physical degree of freedom as the free 
field is tranavarse and the transverse field Is absent in the 
one-diiaensional space. 

We shall show hare that this result ia not always correct 
and depends on the gauge symmetry group. 

Theory (1) ia invariant under itauga transformations 

*r~~ */***)* tyA (*-*)• <*> 
We uae this ambiguity for removing the temporal field component 

f\'0- Ac • З Л = 0 о) 
up to the integration constant Л (x) 
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As a result, we obtain the Lagrangian 

which is invariant under the stationary gauge transformations 

These transformations by definition of gauge fields belong to 
the gauge group U(i) 

and have to be chosen in the class of nonslngular functions 
vanishing at infinity 

lxi-~> ' n = t (0; 1,2, ...)• 
The total gauge group of nonaingular transformations differs 
from the one of QEDJt< by a discrete ambiguity. The function 
t XpJ£A(x)| l e a „щр o f l i n e j^(^) ̂ ^ o i P C l e (/(4J. щ,в map 
is characterised by the index (A) called the degree of mapping, 
which indicates how many times the line R (1) turns around U(i) • 
Therefore the total gauge group is a product of the gauge group 
G - G_ and the group of integers Z i 

n-o ° 
G = Gxz . 

The classical vacuum /)(~с|Л is degenerated in the number (П-
= 2?jclxO><A(x)). As is shown in ref. / 1 / , the Yang-Hills theory 
gauge symmetry group has the same topological properties. 

For both theories there is a relativistic invariant quan
tity, called the Fontryagin index, which for gauge fields c?fA= A( 

as t = - a o has a form of the difference of the degrees of 
mapping. In our case the Pontryagin index is defined by the 
expression 

}[A]=iarJ<**dtFor (8) 
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(9) 
The quantisation of the theory (4) conaiata In the change of the 
electric field by ita operator 

and in the aolution of the Schrodlnger equation 

H W = 6 W .; H = -ffdxE? (ID 
and the gauge invarianoe condition 

n O = W ; п«ол2,... (12) 
The laat equation mean» alao the invariance under the infinite
simal transformations from subgroup G 0 • 

<£Y-№ x l№«№> s0 ^ 0,EY(ft) = 0 со) 
Bq. (13) la an analog of the transTeraality condition In QEDj^. 
It ia eaay to ahow that the common aolution of aqa. (11),(13) la 
a continual product of plane waves with the same momentum 

У(й) = секр{1к^хй,м) = сехр{скы], ( 1 4 ) 

N=Jdx/), . (15) 

where С ia a normalisation constant, к ia an eigenvalue 
of the electric field operator, which doea not depend on the 
coordinate Xt due to condition (13), N[A] ia the collective 
variable, which la transformed covariantly under the nontrivial 
topological tranaformationa (6,7): 

N[A'fn,]=i\l[A]*2tfn = T"N 
T = exp(sir d/dN). ° 6 ) 
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Thue, the gauge invarianoe condition may be written In the ope
rator form 

T W O * T(N*20r) = T(N). от) 
From the point of view of the uaual QKDj«{ the aolution (14) 
is physically unacceptable as the constant electric field 
appears without external «puree» of the field (for example, 
- platee of a eondenaator). If we limited ourselves to the 
transversallty condition (13) and the topologlcally trivial gauge 
transformation* from G c , the contradiction would consist in 
that we should obtain the representation of the group of trans
lations (plane wave) without the corresponding group. Therefore 
system of equations (11), (13) has a trivial solution 

in the correspondence with results of the usual quantisation 
of Q E D S J H M. 

However, In the theory with the topological vacuum degene-
raoy (8), (17) both contradictions disappear as the group of 
translation»! invarianoe exists and the condition (17) means 
physioal identity of points N, N + 29Г,..., i.e., the system is 
closed w.r.t. H. In the dosed system the collective excitations 
exist and correspond to the "circular" motion of the field with
out the external sources. This situation is realised in quantum 
liquids /9» 1 0»' 1/. Thus, the disorete gauge ambiguity leads to 
a physioal picture different from (A) 

€ = *(Ълг,...;>. 
y=ce ; . ( B ) 

The condition (17) is here written in a covariant form where в 
Is oalled the quaaimomentum, and £1в the number of the Bril-
louin sone. Vacuum of such a theory (which is usually called the 
8-vaouum) Is the stationary electric field with the finite energy 
density f / ' - kV 

VJctx /2 da) 
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There is a charge confinement in the theory as stationary 
states of the charged particles in the electric field are absent. 

It is not difficalt to be convinced of that the solution 
(14) describes the infrared dynamics and does not depend on the 
choice of gauge. 

It is клоню that the clasical and quantum dynamics of gauge 
fields are completely defined by the action functional 

given on classical solutions of equation for the component 
(see refs.' 1 2' 1^) 

SS/a =0 N> ЗЧЫЯЯ,- <»> 
/on 0 

The temporal component, which has no canonical momentum, in prin
ciple, cannot be considered as a quantum operator in contrast 
to the component fi^ . Therefore eq. (20) Is treated as an 
auxiliary condition or a constraint equation. 

The general solution of eq. (20) is 
A0(*,t>CJt)*CJt)x^x'c?0AJx;t). < 2 1 > 

where Cc(t) and Ci(t) are the integration constants. Prom 
eq. (21) we obtain for foi the expression 

F M (X,0 = " C< (t) • (22) 
If we neglect the infrared singular solutions of the homogeneous 
eq. (20) 

З Ч м г 9 ^ До г̂с<>^ + ад)х, ( 2 3 ) 

we obtain for the action (19) aero: S - 0 that corresponds to 
the usual electrodynamics. 

However, the condition of the topological vacuum degene
ration (9) 

^ =&• JdtdxF0)H sJrJdtN-^/dtC/ tXfdx^O 
leads to the Lagrangian 



1 = -Иг№*Г С24) 

expressed in terms of a "oovariant variable" 
N=-C/t)adx) (25) 

It is easy to show that the results of quantitation of the 
theory (24) are completely equivalent to the ones obtained in 
the gauge fl„ = 0 . 

Thus the topological vacuum degeneration in the considered 
theory is described by the introduction of singular infrared 
fields into the explicit aolutione of the constraint equation' '. 
Therefore the construction of the classical Lagrangian in 
terms of the physioal variables requires an infrared regulari
ze t ion Qdx)<<» . The removal of the regularicatlon in eq. (24) 
leads, generally speaking, to the known trivial result S = 0 • 
However, the size of the region of validity of the quantum 
theory L Q • which is defined by the effective mass in Lag
rangian (24) m~M*dx) , coincides with the macroscopic size 
of the space, where the gauge field is given 

L q ~ (№*)• 
Therefore, no classical analogy of infrared topological dyna
mics does exist. It is physically cler.r, as we describe the "zero" 
frequence field excitation. 

3. Topological Vacuum Degeneration in QCD (Instantona) 
The topological vacuum degeneration of gauge fields was 

first considered in the nonAbelian theory 

In ret.'' classical solutions with a finite Euclidean action 
and zero energy (instanto.ns) were found with the global charac
teristics, the Fontryagin index, 



where 

f u = 2 £ * * L A F # 
E" В" ~ ore eleetrio and magnetic f ields 

* Ml 

The Instantons in gauge fta-0 are transitions between clas
sical vacua 

&m я. (x,t)=ic±n/x;c? ̂  (Ю; /)t. .̂  ̂ f . (4) 
where the matrix yfx} aatisfies the condition 

fe- 4. f ̂  • I • 
It is коми/ 1' 2' that SU(2) -valued matrices IT(X) end 

the condition (5) define the regular (smooth) mapping of epaoe 
R (3) into $1/(2) and are characterised by the integer 

index (degree of mapping) 

indicating how many times the space R(3,) turns around SUft) • 
The total group of the gauge transformations 

is topologically disconnected and it is a product of a "small" 
gauge group and the infinite cyclic group of all integers 

G = G f f l s 0 , xZ . 
The classical vacuum is degenerated in number (6). for fields 
with asymptotics (4) it is easy to show that the expression (2) 
has the form of the difference of the degrees of mapping Ш ^ П ^ Л 

• (S№]/S(\- >Jdt iN-nw-гц.,, ( 8 ) 
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«here NCA] i s a functional 

NM-^JA^CW'ffc*/^) » 
which is equal to the integer (6) for the gauge fields (4). 
According to (8) a rariational derivative of the functional N 
equals magnetic field (3) 

SN _ 
<Шх) " 8ИГ" 

Like the "collective variable" N in section 2, the functional 
(10) is transformed oovariantly under the topologlcally nontrl-
vial gauge transformation' " ' 

N[fl , w]=Nft]+n<T)' lN[fl] 
T - e x P ( % N ) ; dN-Jc&^cfA. 

From the point of view of invarianoe principles this theory 
does not differ from QED^^ . The problem ia the oonatruotion 
of the quantum. .nonAbelian theory with transf OK cation group 
G=G cxZ • 

The investigation of the topological quantum-vacuum dege
neration ia usually baaed on the analogy with quantum meoha-
nioa and on the interpretation of inatantona as tunnelllnga 
between different olnaslcal тасиа. In quantum meohanlos the 
samlolasaioal aipanaion of the Oreen function around theaa solu
tions allows on» to calculate the ground atata energy. The small 
parameter of the expansion (c<) is proportional to the diffe
rence of the ground state energy (6 0) and the tunnelling enexgy 

cC ~ Л& = Е 0 - 8 Т - оз) 
Го oaloulate Д & , one takes tba limit of the Oreen function 
•peotral representation ш t * i » i ... „.J rr£ 
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Fig.1. The black circle stands for К ; (a) is the fac-
torizable diagram; (b)-(d) are the nonfactorizable 
diagrams. 

The calculation of the nonfactorizable (NF) diagram con
tributions is a more complicated problem. For the *NN vertex 
it has been solved in the soft-pion approximation / 4 , 8 /, which 
allows the reduction of the NF part of the amplitude 
<)rN'|H p w |N> to the one-particle matrix element of a 
local operator. That reduction is impossible for the vector 
mesons and one has to apply to other approaches. Recently 
a unified treatment of n„ has been made / b / in the framework 
of the SU(6)W symmetry and nonrelativistic quark approxima
tion. In this paper the NF contributions have been expressed 
through two parameters found from the known S-wave amplitu
des of nonleptonic hyperon decays. Besides, for the best 
agreement with experimental data, there have been introduced 
some additional factors imitating the SU(6) W symmetry brea
king. The values of ftM obtained in ref. / Ь / Г are known as 
"best values" and are widely used to evaluate the PV effects 
in various reactions. Let us show that the constants near the 
"best values" may be obtained without any fitting parameters. 

№ use an approach, based on the following approximationsг 
a) the nonrelativistic reduction of the operators 6\ and the 

states <MB'| and |B>, that permits us to factorize the 
matrix elements M„ a'g -<MB'| в\ \ В> И Г in the following 
way* : Мцв'в "*||»'в * H B ' B • where »ц»'а is the 
spin, unitary, and colour part of *цъ'Ш' and *йв'а i» 
the spatial part of U M a ' S ; 

b) the S09) symmetry, which implies all the spatial parts 
of M „ B - B to be equal for all N C » and В'.ВСЯ. i.e.', 
bM»'B " •• 
* Is this approximation the contribution of the NF diagram 

(d) into b u vanishes. 
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чъг = о. < А 2 > 
where Ту la constructed Ъу aaana of the perturbation theory 
In the coupling constant Q . The fact la that the systems (A) 
and (B)uave Juat different symmetry groups (with different topo
logical properties). As ше hare shown In section 2. such systems 
with the ваше local dynamics may have different physical proper
ties. 

From the physical point of view the Inconsistency of the 
system (B')-(B 3) consists in that the "ware function" should be 
simultaneously "oscillator" and "plane ware" in the aaaa trans
verse varlablea. This is not possible, unless introduce the au
xiliary degree of freedom for the "plane wave" of the topologi
cal degeneration. 

The syatea of equations (в')-(В-') differs from the analogous 
one of section 2 Juat by the absence of this auxiliary degree of 
the topological freedom, i'bia topological variable (aa all other 
physical variables) may be introduced by solving explicitly 
the со rid t rain t equation 

cTS^ = 0 . 
The "gauge " (17) here differs from the gauge Д. = О • 

4. OCD ae the Theory of Quantum Liquid 
As we have shown in sections 2,3, the nontrivlal topology 

of the gauge symmetry group is realised by the "sero" Infrared 
variable which describes the excitation of nonAbelian fields 
"as a whole". 

The action functional fir the nonAbelian fields on the 
solutions of the constraint equation 

S/SK-O 
with taking into account the "sero" mode has been obtained in 
ret, ' and is presented in the Appendix of the present paper. 
Prom the mathematical point of view, such an action differs from 
the classical one only by surface terms, and further by the 
circumstance that the nontrivlal infrared dynamics requires the 
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spontaneous breaking vacuum symmetry for the transverse fields, 
the latter being achieved via the shift by a singular vacuum 
field; 

flfx,t)-/L.W*fl-Tfc.fx,t). с» 
The baaic difficulty In the development of auoh a theory conaiata 
in misunderstanding the physical reasons for the Infrared 
divergences in QCD. At present in QGIr• the removal of the 
Infrared singularities is Justified by confinement, «hioh in 
ita turn should be a consequence of the Infrared catastrophe 
the removal of which Is justified by .... etc). 

In QED5+.| the physical reasons for the Infrared diver
gences are well known and these divergences are removed by ta
king into account the Interaction with physical vacuum. Seoall 
that the physical vacuum in QKD , +. is a gas of free photons 
with wavelengths greater than the resolution of a device, by 
which we intend to measure the predicted physical phenomenon. 
(In this sense even electrodynamics is not free of a phenomeno-
logical parameter). The role of a physical devloe in QCD is not 
clear. Apparently for QCD a more Important fact is the absence 
of physical observables for a really existing field in the given 
region of space. Thus following QKD J + < one might define the 
physical vaouum in QCD as the manifold of infrared nonAbellan 
fields, which have no physical obaervables, and the interactions 
with whloh must be taken into account for the removal of the 
infrared catastrophe. It is not difficult to be convinced of 
that such a definition of the physical vacuum in QCD leads to 
the physical picture different from that of QEDJ+J . In QCD 
in the infrared region (cl л -j~*"CO d u * t o t h e п о п 1 1 п в а г 1 * У °* 
f i< id strengths 

practically for any small coupling constant the strong interac
tion of gluons appears 

The consideration of such gluons as a gas of free particles 
would contradict the principal ideas of quantum theory'9'. 
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The properties of the infrared gluona resemble more thoae 
of nonldeal Bose-ges in the mieroaeopic Bogolubov theory of su
perfluidity / 1 0 ' . 

The difficulty of the physical interpretation and under
standing of the obtained results consistо in the extension of 
the quantum representations to the «hole macroscopic obaervable 
region, «hare the nonAbelian fields are given. Following the 
quantum liquid ideology we should propose the unique aaoroeoople 
ware function for the observable world, whioh ia defined not 
only by the local equations, but also by the symmetry group 
topology 

£ = * (0,1,2,..); o < 0 < 3 T . 
We hare shown in section 2 that in the "quantum world" the 

classical fields with Internal singularities without external 
sources may exist, that is forbidden in the classical Yang-Mills 
theory. These singularities are conditioned by "rotation" of 
the system of the nonAbelian fields as a whole over the circu
lar "aero" variable "\) • The equations of quantum hydrodynamics for 
such QCD suprefluld vacuum may be written in the form 

where E and .В ere electric and magnetic vacuum fields 
and ф Is the singular classical solution of the constraint 
equation (1). Equation (3) is a consequence of the statlonarity 
of the quantum liquid and equation (4) follows from the relati-
vistic covarianoe (If one neglects the interaction with matter 
fields, than the electric and magnetic fields should enter Into 
the theory on equal footing). 

The unique solution of eqs. (3), (4), satisfying the condi-
tlona of ieotropy and stability (i.e., the quaaipartlcly being 
energetically disfavoured) Is the singular field 
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Cfcot 6inkvZ ' 1 = IXl < 6 ) JD=£ 

Thla ncuui field minimises the effective action, expreaaed in 
terms of the conserved topological momentum. 

Aa is shorn in ref.' ' the physical picture of the ааулр-
totio atates oX coloured fields in such a vacuum ie a relati
vist ic version of the hadron bag model' * '. The nonAbelian 
vaouum representa the manifold of "empty" hadron bag obtained 
from (5). (6) by various Poincare group transformations. All 
physical obaervables are equal to aero' ' and in thla aenae 
the physical vacuum la relativiBtically invariant. 

She analogy of the "size" of a physical 
device in QED for QCD is the bag else (*K }, ' w h i o h 

should be considered as the phenomenologicel parameter, because 
of the necessity to oonelder the system "as a whole" (lor exampl-
le, for the calculation of singularity parameters in the super-
fluid rotating helium, it ia necessary to take into account the 
macroscopic-rotation energy, veaael else, and the microscopic 
parameter of an average distance between the helium atoms' ', 
i.e.,to give a physical mechanism of the infrared regularlsation 
of an expression of the type of QaV(70)*j}. 

In QCD for results to be finite such details may not be 
needed, as there are eigenvalues of the topological momentum 

{i * &У - % 
for which the action and the Pontryagin Index are finite and 
physical results do not depend on parameters and the mechanism 
of Infrared regulariaatlon. 

The topological description of aero mode V allows one 
to make the infrared renormalisation in QCD in the spirit of 
ref. / 1 9 /, in which the QBD S -matrix is formulated without infra
red divergences. 

The infrared factoriaatlon in QCD , like in QKD, is 
justified by the general solution of the Dirao aquation in arbit
rary vaouum fields (5)i the solution la obtained in ref.'23' by 
the Newoan-Fenroae method. 
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Conclusion 
In the paper we have shown that the topological vacuum 

degeneration in QCO may lead to the infrared renormalisation of 
QCD expressed in the redefinition of the classical action by-
surface terns. In such a theory the quark confinement emerges 
as a macroscopic quantua phenomenon which eannot be obtained by 
the renormgroup methods, by the analytic calculation at a com
puter, or by the exact calculation of the usual Faddeev-Popov 
functional integral. 

The confinement might be understood if we proceeded from 
the definition of the physical vacuum of any gauge theory as 
the manifold of all infrared fields which have no physical ob-
servables, but the interactions with them must be necessarily 
taken into account for removing the infrared catastrophe. (For 
example, in QSD the Infrared divergences are removed in the 
long run by taking into account the interaotion with all long
wave photons). Whereas In QBD the vacuum is the gas of free 
photons, in QCO, owing to the strong interaction of infrared 
gluona, the vacuum is the quantum liquid, singularities of which 
form the hadron bags. 

The author is grateful to B.M.Barbashov, A.V.Bfremov, 
J.HoreJai, and especially Ya.A. Staorodinski for useful discus
sions. 

Appendix 
We present the results of the formal calculation of the 

nonAbelian action functional on extremals 

S%a-Q *=>W=(*<**./• <*•" 
Into the solution of equation (A.I) 

А:-с(ОФ**(£Г(*аА=)" 
we include the so lut ion of the homogeneous equation (A.1): 

V 8 0 = O " i * 0 c o e f f i c i e n t С (t) . defined by the Pontryagin 
index 
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*./Л».£/Л£/Р" U.3) 
Ao=^IIc(t),3o^]' 

Then the aotlon expressed In teroe of the topological ooaaerrtag 
variable 

p= s$/s* = ( 2 ^ + 9 ; 

(A. 4) 

(A. 5) 

The Junctionals 

%^Jd3x(ETV0); Xe=Jdsx(BV0); X0= jd 5 x(v0) 2 . u.6) 
Owing to the transrersality conditions 

vE=^B=v(v0)=O 
are surface terms. 
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Первушин В.Н. Е2-82-365 
О топологическом вырождении вакуума в калибровочных теориях 

Топологическое вырождение вакуума в калибровочных теориях 
рассматривается как квантовое явление, не имеющее аналога 
в классической физике. Показано, что нетривиальная топология 
калибровочной группы дает возможность проводить инфракрасную 
перенормировку неабелевой теории, такую же как в КЭД. Предла
гается единое определение физического вакуума для абелевых 
и неабелевых теорий. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 
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On Topological Vacuum Degeneracy in Gauge Theories 

It is shown that the nontrivial topology of gauge fields 
leads to the Josephson effect in the field space, i.e., to 
nonvanishing vacuum fields. The same definition is proposed 
for the physical (infrared) vacuum for Abelian (QED) and 
nonAbelian (QCD) theories. The equations and the topological 
Josephson effect for the gluon vacuum are discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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